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Search team
accused
of unlawful
hiring tactics
By'NATAUE cioTT
Staff writer
An Eastern professor has filed
a federal discrimination lawsuit
against the Board of Trustees, five
Eastern faculty members and a
former graduate student.
Mahmood Butt, cl)air of the
department of secondary education and foundations, stated in a
lawsuit that some members of the
1995 search committee for the
dean of the College of Education
and Professional Studies engaged
in unlawful employment practices

ar. Qlli'lfi'll9\.llPJl8 a1ain$! l\im

~se ofhis~ ~or1 religion
and origin.
Butt is a native of Pakistan and
is Muslim. He has lived in the
United States f~r 30 years.
He is seeking $650,000 in
compensatory damages, $500,000
in punitive damages, back pay
and additional legal fees.

Butt also is asking that he
immediately be named dean of
the College of Education and
Professional Studies, the lawsuit
states.
Butt was unavailable for
comment. He is doing universityrelated work off campus, said
Elizabeth Hitch, clean of the
College of Education and
Professional Studies. He will not
return to Eastern until April 18.
Glenn Stanko, a Champaign
attorney representing Butt. would
not comment on the case.
The lawsuit is filed against
James Johnson, dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities;
Cynthia Nichols, director of
affirmative action and cultural
activities; Robert Bates, professor
of health studies; Rori Carson,
associate professor of special
education; Carol Helwig, professor of elementary and secondary education; Shelli Jennings, a
graauate student employed by
EBStem at the time; and the BOT.
All of the persons mentioned
above were members pf the 1995
search committee for the dean of
the College of Education. Johnson
served as chair of the committee.
Butt filed his case under three
counts. Under the first count, Butt
is seeking $300,000 in compen-

satory damages from the BOT,
and claims the BOT violated Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1~64. Under this count, he also is
asking that he immediately be
placed in the position of the dean
of the CQllege of Education and
Professional Studies and that he is
given back pay with interest.
· Nichols, Johnson, Helwig and
Mack Hollowell, chair .of the
BOT, would not comment on the
case. Carson and Jennings were
unavailable for comment Monday
and Tuesday. Robert Bates is out
of town and will not return until
Thursday.
Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination based on
race, color, religion, sex and
national origin.
Under the second count, Butt is
seeking $350,000 in compensatory damages and $500,000 in
punitive damages from Johnson,
Nichols, Bates, Carson, Helwig
and Jennings-. Under this- count,
be claims he was derijed equal
protection of the law, Stenko said.
Under his third count, Butt
claimed that he was denied equal
rights to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence and wasn't granted full and
See LAWSUIT page 2

Selection process
involves search team
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
A screening committee is the main component in the
selection process ef candidates for college dean positions.
According to the Employment and Recruitment Procedures
for Administntive Positions, which was approvt!d by the
President's Council on September IS, 1993, the president of
the university appoints the members of the screening
committee. The committee must represent ·the ·university and
include faculty, administrators, civil service, staff and
students.
The guidelines also state "particular attention shait be paid
to representing constituencies most directly concerned with
the duties and responsibilities of the position, and to
achieving a diverse composition of the screening committee
will vary to include appropriate representation of the alumn
and the community."
The compositio11 of the scr~ening committee must be
distributed to faculty, staff and administr1,ttion for their
feedback.
After the screening committee is selected, the position is
advertised to the public. Applications are then reviewed by
the committee members.
The guidelines state that "only persons directly involved in
the hiring process shall have access to all applications and
See PROCESS page 2

Collective Soul contract
with UB remains unsigned
ByTRACY BROWN

and DEANA POOLE
Staff editors
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Eastern's contract with Collective Soul has not been
signed and the April 25 concert is contingent on a
verbal agreement.
"They have already verbally issued it (the
agreement) to us so they can't back out," said Edie
Stump, University Board concert coordinator.
The secretary of Collective Soul's agent told The
News the contract "is still in the works."
David Milberg, director of student life and UB
adviser, said there is still a chance for Collective Soul
to back out of the concert. He said he expects
Collective Soul to sign the contract by Friday. The UB
signed the contract during the week of March 24, but it
still awaits the band's approval.
Milberg said that if Collective Soul did back out of
the concert, the students would be reimbursed. He also
said in the pas.t other performers have backed out
before the concert.
Charles did not come to Eastern after backing
out of his contract before he was scheduled to perform,
Milberg said.
"Performers can back out of a concert legally 30
d,ays before the date of the concert," Milberg said.
Because there are only 16 days before the spring
concert, Collective Soul will not have the option to
back out if they sign the contract
"I have been talking to Mike Weaver (the band's
agent) a lot, and because I have been doing spring
concerts for so long, I just have a feel when they are
not going to back out," Milberg said.
He said when Eastern signed the contract, he
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Dig it
Grounds worker Joann Jones works to replace a tree Wednesday
afternoon near McAfee Gymnasium. Three trees were moved from the
area around Booth Ubrary for the construction of a cold water loop
for an air conditioning system.

decided to go ahead and start selling tickets.
"When you have been d~g these deals as long as I
have, you know the level of commitment," Milberg
said. "It's not unusual ~ start selling tickets before
hand."
Stump refused to comment on the contract.
Milberg said UB paid $250 for Muse, Collective
Soul's opening band, and $500 for The Squares, both
on separate contracts. Milberg said a clause in the
contract with Collective Soul states UB cannot release
the cost of the band until the band has performed.
He said because the clause was in the contract when
Eastern signed it he has to honor the contract and
would not release the cost of the band.
The clause st~es, "the terms of agreement are
confidential and shall not be disclosed by either' the
parties hereto."
"I have never seen a clause like that before,"
Milberg said.
Milberg said with a little over $22,000 made in
ticket sales so far, the UB is two-thirds of the way to
breaking even for the coneert.
Because no student fee money is involved with the
funding of the concert, Milberg said that UB relies on
the concert reserve fund to compensate for any losses.
Currently the reserve fund is between about $7,000
to $10,000, at least $20,000 below the $30,000 amount
· the fund was established to hold. He said he does not
foresee the reserve fund reaching a negative balance.
"I seriously doubt that being a problem," Milberg
said. ''We are far enough along in the ticket sales."
A loss of more than about $10,000 would leave the
concert reserve fund at a negative balance. Stump said
UB then would have to ask the Apportionment Board
for money and reimburse them at a later time.
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Firebomb at Urbana courthouse injures four
URBANA (AP) A man walked into a
courtroom without security and threw a
firebomb at a judge Tuesday morning,
causing a fire that gutted the room but
caused no serious injuries.
Police released a man they had held for
questioning in the case Tuesday afternoon
as the incident reignited debate over
whether the Champaign County
Courthouse needs better security.
"We are lucky," Champaign County
State's Attorney John Piland said. "This is
a shot across the bow." The man, wearing
a hooded sweatshirt or coat, walked into
the courtroom while the plaintiff was testifying in a medical malpractice case, wit-

nesses said. He lit a Molotov cocktail - a
bottle filled with flammable liquid with a
rag stuffed in the neck - and threw it at the
judge before fleeing.
"He didn't say a word," said juror David
Chambers, 33, of Urbana. "He came in,
looked around, grabbed the bottle out
(from under his clothing), lit it and then
threw it." Circuit Judge George Miller suffered a cut on his forehead while diving
under the bench to escape the bomb and
was treated and released from Carle
Foundation Hospital. Three other people in
the courtroom were injured in the panicked
rush for the windowless room's exit.
"Everybody left the jury box scream-

ing," said another juror, 27-year-old Abra
Bonnell of Champaign.
The firebomb didn't explode when it hit
the floor, but it rolled around spewing
flames and flammable liquid as the courtroom emptied, Chambers said.
"I looked back, and the (judge's) bench
was on fire, and i.t went up the back wall of
the courtroom," Chambers said.
Court workers detained a man in a black,
hooded sweatshirt shortly after the firebombing. But after witnesses were asked to
identify the man, authorities decided to
release him, Sheriff Dave Madigan said.
"We don't believe that is the perpetrator
with the bomb," Madigan said. "We have

no other suspects." The incident spotlighted concerns about security at the 96-yearold courthouse, which has at least four
entrances, no metal detectors and five
unamied security guards.
''There's no court security in our building," Madigan said.
"He walked in. It's as simple as that."
County officials presented a security plan
to the Champaign County Board several
weeks ago, which included blocking off all
but one entrance to the courthouse and
installing metal detectors and an x-ray for
packages at that entrance. Total cost: Less
than $100,000, said Presiding Judge J.G.
Townsend.

Chicago boy begins recovery

PROCESSfrompageo~

CHICAGO (AP) - Every step that 13-year-old
Lenard Clark takes is a cause for celebration.
Every word he·says is a reason for hope.
Any glimmer of progress means he is a little
more like the child who went to play basketball in
a park a few weeks ago, and less like the beaten
and bloody victim of an attack that police said was
solely because Lenard is black.
When he arrived at the Rehabilitation Institute
of Chicago on March 28 - one week after the
attack - Lenard was just emerging from his coma
and could not leave his bed. Today, with his mother to lean on, he can walk down the hospital's
halls. He also has said "Mama" and can eat soft
foods.
"He is still in the confused and agitated state of
recovery from his coma, but he is getting more and
more responsive every day," Dr. Lisa Thornton, his
pediatrician, said Monday. "Now, he without ques-

suppl~men~ary mat~nals relevai:t to the pos.1t1on: All screenmg
comi:iittee mfo~mation and mat~nals a~e conf1de_nt1al an~ ~ay not
be d!~cussed with others not dtrectly mvolved m the hmng process.
.
.
.
.
1?- candidate s_ele~twn form is co?'pleted after the com~ittee
r~v1ews the apphcat10n_s. Three candidates are chosen to ?e mte_rvi~~e?..and th,re~ ._candi~ates are sel~cted a~ re~erve candi~ate.s m
th~ 9':s~ ~ ~~fid1~e .~Jth~f~}'f:S .:1.~e1:_.,api:h_cat10n, the guide Imes
st~. "'~'. ~ -~
., ,..,• . ....., '' '' .":', : ' .
'. " -· . .
Candidates for Level I and II_ postt10ns, wh1_ch,:i,s~'1W~~~~f.Y
college deans fal_I under, are req_mred to be quest10ned _by people on
campu.s. Evaluat10n forms_ are filled out on eac~ _cand1?ate an~ can
be reviewed_ by the s~perv1sor of
vacant p_os1t1on, ~tee president
and the president durmg the select10n of the fmal candidates.
According to the guidelines, "The President's Office shall notify
the a£propriate campus offices of acceptance or rejection of the
offer.
. .
.
.
.
.
The gmdehnes also state the vice president ts responsible for
notifying candidates who do not receive the position.

equal benefits of the law. He is
seeking $350,000 in compensato"ty' damage's' and $500,000 h-1 punit-i ve, damages from ·Johnson,
Nichols, Bates, Carson, Helwig
and Jennings, the lawsuit states.
The university released a statement Wednesday denying Butt's
claims of discrimination.
"Eastern's position on discrimination is clear and well known,"
the statement said. "The university
does not discriminate nor does it
tolerate discrimination on the
basis of race, gender or any other
factor."
The university will not comment further because the case is
pending litigation.
Butt submitted his application
for the position of dean of the
College of Education and
Professional Studies on "'.Jan. 24,
1995, the lawsuit states. He was
the only candidate from Eastern.
The search committee chose the
top five candidates for the position
and on March 20. 1995 formed

tion understands certain things that are said to
him." Lenard's progress these past two weeks is
only the beginning of what will probably be a long
recovery. He is expected to leave the hospital at
the end of April, but will have to spend months,
possibly years, in therapy as an outpatient.
Even then, there is n,o g~ara.!l~ee.he wUl lt;!,ad, the_
life he once did.
, : · ': ; .; , , :~ . ·•. , ~-· ~ '* /
During the attack, Le~ard's head ~as slammedinto a building and he was kicked repeatedly
before being left unconscious in an alley a few
blocks from Comiskey Park in Chicago's
Bridgeport neighborhood. He suffered injuries
across his brain affecting all stages of his development.
'
Police said Lenard was targeted by three white
men because he is black, and several black leaders
led protests through the predominantly white
neighborhood.

subcommittees to call and interview the references that the finalists ha.a listed; the lawsuit alleges.
Bates served as the chair of the
committee to interview Butt's references. Carson, Helwig and
Jennings served on the committee.
The subcommittee reported to
the search committee on March
24, 1995 and on April 4, 1995
Johnson told Butt that he had been
chosen as a "reserve finalist" and
would not be interviewed, the
lawsuit alleges. The four other
candidates were granted interviews, the lawsuit states.
A reserve finalist is chosen as
an alternate and is interviewed if
one of the other candidates withdraws his or her application.
The lawsuit alleges that the subcommittee that called Butt's references reported in written and verbal form that Butt "had a patronizing attitude toward women."
The lawsuit also states that the
subcommittee did not base its
report on information obtained

from Butt's references or on a
"first-hand account of any per., ·
son."·
Butt filed a charge of discrimi~
nation with the Illinois
Department of Human Rights on
Sept. 25, 1995.
In his complaint Butt wrote: "I
believe that the report of the subcommittee did not claim to be
based on the first-hand account of
any person. Furthermore, the subcommittees were to interview only
the references of the candidates
and my references state unequivocally that the attitude attributed to
me by the subcommittee could not
have been based on anything they
said!'
The subcommittee did not comply with established procedures,
the lawsuit alleges.
The search committee discussed Butt's alleged "patronizing
attitude toward women" at its last
two meetings, the lawsuit says.
In his discrimination charge to
the state, Butt said 16 women and
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Butt said in his discrimination
cl'!arge to the state that he also told
Johni;,o._-o .,~t:m,\lt l)i~1uf19J\tttiliffP·
Johnson said he reviewed. Butt's
concerns but didn't find any indications that Butt's concerns could
be confirmed and that the action
the committee took was appropriate, Butt wrote in his discrimination charge to the state.
On Feb. 21, 1997, the Illinois
Department of Human Rights
wrote that the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission would
not be able to investigate and conciliate Butt's charge within the
180 days the office has to respond
to the charge.
The letter sent to Butt said the
state would not file a charge and
Butt had the "right to institute a
civil action under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act."
Butt was hired at Eastern in
1992. He earned his masters and
doctorate degrees in education in
1966 and 1967, respectively, from
Indiana University.

three men served on the search
committee.
' ~'The, characteristics attributed
to .me (patronizing ~ttitude toward
women) represents a stereotypical
view of males of Pakistani origin,
males of the Muslim religion
and/or males of brown color,"
Butt wrote in his discrimination
charge to the state.
The lawsuit claims that Butt
was as qualified as all the candidates, including Hitch, who was
hired for the dean's position.
"I believe I was more qualified
than the candidate selected," Butt
wrote in his lawsuit.
Butt also wrote in the suit that
he met with Eastern President
David Jorns to discuss his concerns about the hiring process and
the reason he was not granted an
interview.
"(Jorns) promised to look into
the situation, but I never heard
from him," Butt wrote.
Jorns refused to comment about
the case.
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UB program funds
get axed in budget
By TRACY BROWN

aren't all that popular but it is our
responsibility to provide them."
Hersey said she believes students
New cuts to the University Board need to be given the chance to be
may decrease the amount of ~ro educated about people with differgrams held by such groups as the ent cultures.
human potential committee.
"I believe students need to be
The human potential committee involved with multicultural events
and mini concert budgets were cut just as much as going to see comeeven though they alre_ady received . dy," Hersey said. "We need more
diverse topics and opinions at
less money this year than last year.
"Basically, if they keep cutting events on campus."
Ryan also said the Apporsmaller units, the smaller units will
not exist in a few years," said Trisha tionment Board, who decides the
Hersey, coordinator for human UB budget, sometimes deems a
potential committee.
program as unsuccessful because of
Tom Ryan, president of UB, said the amount of people who come.
he does not believe the cuts will
"Not every program is going to
affect the programs sponsored by .work. We never mean to schedule a
bad program, but if a program only
UB.
"The UB had many cuts to its has twenty people it is deemed
budget due to new expenses, but the unsuccessful by the AB," Ryan
cut will not affect the events the UB said.
sponsors," Ryan said.
~an went on to say that these
"Advertising rates go up every "unsuccessful programs" are often
year, therefore we have to do less still considered successful by the
progranuning because of the higher ' UB- because of the content of the
rates," Ryan said.
program.
"There was also a raise in the
Hersey said she doesn't believe it
minimum wage which caused the is the amount of people who come,
sports and recreation to get a huge but what they can learn at the procut, but it takes away from our pro- . gram.
granuning money," Ryan said.
"Human Potential offers many
Hersey said she does not undef- programs that are important to stustand why certain programs of UB dents and that students can learn
receive more money for their events from," Hersey said. "The AB
than her program.
always tries to cut the major activi"I don't understand why the UB ties we try to have."
seems to think that some programs
Hersey said human potential
are better than others," Hersey said. wants ·to sponsor the AIDS quilt
"Human potential provides many from San Francisco to come to
multicultural activities for the stu- Eastern, but the AB wants to cut it.
. '.'Thi~ .i~ a. nationwide known
dei:its_, yet they s~~m. to thiq)c -we
qon'. t ml'!an all much.", .,
quilt i11 .s1,1pport of the AII>S.victi,ns
· Ry~ -~d the p~grains With the and AIDS awareness. I can't
most turnout are the programs UB believe AB wants to cut it," Hersey
allocates the most money to.
said.
Ryan believes the progranuning
"Part of the thing they look at is
in terms of the number of people for the upcoming events next year
who come to the programs," Ryan will become even more creative
said. "We always have good than this year.
turnouts at comedy events reeause
"We have a very unique board
they are fun and interesting for the and when you deal with a low budcrowd."
get you have to have a creative proRyan said some of the programs gramming," Ryan said. ''This board
sponsored by the .UB are not as is looking into next year to have a
popular because they are education- more creative programming."
al, but it is a responsibility of the
"I believe the UB board will
UB to provide them on campus.
come next year with some of the
"Programs such as human poten- best programs they have ever had,"
tial are meant to expand a srudent's Ryan said. "Students will come
mind and be educational," Ryan back to a lot of great concerts and
said. "Sometimes programs like this programs next year."
Activities editor

IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer

Deep thoughts
'!

Juli Rathe, a senior zoology major, looks through a window at the Life Science Building. Tempratures
dipped to 42 degrees as cold winds swept through Charleston Tuesday afternoon.
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Students vie for vice presidency
By ROB STROUD
City editor

I ·,.

Both candidates for the position of student vice president of
public affairs agree that one of
the position's most important
functions is acting as a student
representative to the board of
trustees.
Jennifer Daulby, a junior polit- Jennifer Daulby
ical science major, and Ruthie
Rundle, a junior speech communication major, are the candidates. They both agreed
that the vice president of public affairs acts as a voice
for student concerns at Board of Trustee's meetings.
"A lot of times students don't realize how important
.._thatcrr::ition is;" Daulby said:· i '
· -· . _ .-_ ·
· "'OaJlbY' silicltlie"' sii.ideni' representatives to the 60arcf '
could be easily influenced or confused if they do not
have enough experience. She said she has attended
BOT meetings and knows how the board works.
Rundle said the position may be even more important in the future if student representatives to the board
are allowed to vote. Both Daulby and Rundle said their
experiences in and outside of Student Government
have prepared them for the position.
Rundle, who has been on the senate for a semester,
is currently the chair of the University Relations
Committee. She said she has gotten to know many students through her work with this committee.

As part of the University
Relations Committee, Rundle
said she has helped sponsor a
roundtable discussion for student
groups and started putting their email addresses on the Internet.
Daulby, who has been on the
senate for over a year, is currently
the chair of the senate internal
affairs committee. "When I took
it over in the fall, I put in a better
system for office hours," she said.
Daulby said she posted a calendar in the Student Government office that shows the
hours each senate member will be in the office. She
said there should be a senate member at the office
every hour it is open.
·
If elected, Rundlc;: s.aid _she "'.<?uld.lik~ to i~~r~ilS'e
-St1.tderit G~vernmen't' s eo~nec'tfon witll' f:astern •s
alumni. "We have a lot of distinguished alumni out
there, and it's about time we meet them," Rundle said.
She said the student vice president for public affairs
could initiate a "shadow program." Students could use
this program to find an alumni in the career field they
are interested in and follow them around for the day.
Daulby said she would like to have another voter
registration drive next Spring before the primary elections for governor.
Both Daulby and Rundle said they were qualified to
act as representatives to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, and both had internships in Springfield.

In Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News Victor Hovorka of Mattoon was misidentified as Chris
Defosset. Jn Tuesday's edition of The News Michael Odumuyiwa's name was misspelled in the headline as
Odumyiwa. Also, The News reported that Odumuyiwa's last season at Eastern ended in March of 1995. It
should have said his last season ended in March of 1996. The News regrets the errors.
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Don't bite the hand
that might help spring
concert break even
Tickets for the upcoming University Board
spring concert are selling at an average of 200
per day, but that's not good enough, according to
concert coordinator Edie Stump. In fact, it's driven her to openly ridicule Eastern students
because they're not buying tickets.
Stump said she is relying on an unreliable,
lazy student body to make the spring concert a
success, or at the very
least a break-even effort.
Apparently, she is
""
· ""'®~-'''"'"'""'%"'' "'",..,~'"'''''"" berating the same student
body that relied upon her to bring Eastern a suc-

.tor1·a1
Edl
--w

ces~~~ s§:!;~~c~~~placing the blame for the

Thorllas·J

ero of self-government

On April 13 I will take
for a gardener or other c mployits place on the wall of my
ee due to his sloppy attire.
ing room the picture of the
"Whats best
His State of the Union
important man of this mill ·
about Thomas
address consisted simply of a
um and walk it down the
note (no 12 million in taxpayinto my bedroom, and pla
Jefferson is that ers' dollars for parties) to
on my dresser where it will, for
he hated cities
Congress which said taxes
one day, face east to Virginia, TRAVIS McDADE
could be cut and the governand home.
and the federal
ment streamlined because there
Regular columnist
Thomas Jefferson was born
government."
were no present "wars or trou254 years ago in the same Blue
bles."
Ridge County in which he
Jefferson was an agrarian
would die. The 83 years that his =-'"~""'""'®""'"''"'·"''~""'""""'""""'"'~"'""''"''"'""""'"'""'"""""..._"'"'''"='"*"''"'"" who, after leaving Washington,
life spanned would see the birth of the first modern would spend the rest of his life in Monticello. For him,
nation and the death of absolute monarchy, as presaged virtue relied heavily on the physical space between indiby Machiavelli in 1513.
victuals (hence the Louisiana Purchase). He rose with the
His lifetime and his ideas would allow an experiment sun and soaked his feet in cold water. He planned for his
in democracy that would save the world from tyrants University of Virginia to be a school at which students
(more than once) and encourage revolution for the rest visited, learned and left (without a diploma) when they
of history.
had their fill. He advocated a separation of church and
Jefferson was a man of letters who read constantly. An state because, opposite of Jonathan Edwards, he felt reliastonishing auto-didact, he taught himself to do just gion spoiled the purity of government. He preferred the
about everything (and everything well). James Parton, an company of books to people.
early biographer of Jefferson, when describing the young
His ideas abolished North American slavery.
man who had not yet written the Declaration of
Thomas Jefferson galvanized a people under a comIndependence said he "could calculate an eclipse, survey mon (but uncommon) premise: self-government. The
an estate, tie an artery, plan an edifice, try a cause, break ideas that he outlined in his life would guide the man
a horse, dance a minuet, and play the violin ."
who would save the union and, therefore, save the world.
His lifelong love for architecture, another hobby,
When our 16th President, in 1861, stopped in
would lead him to constantly revise his beloved Philadelphia on his way to Washington he said, "I have
Monticello (interestingly, the Monticello on the back of never had a feeling politically that did not spring from
the nickel is not the house as it now stands but rather the sentiments embodied in the Declaration of
one of the earliest incarnations). Eventually, time and Independence."
lack of money would leave the mansion unfinished upon
On April 14 I will again place Jefferson's visage on
his death .
the wall in my living room from where he can observe
His other great architectural (and intellectual) pursuit, my comings and goings, my tinkerings and conversathe University of Virginia, stood along with the tions, and my reading. Illuminated from below he looks
Declaration of Independence and the statute of Virginia out across the room over my bookshelf, through a winfor religious freedom as the only three things he cared to dow, past a freshly blooming tree and north, to Lincoln.
be remembered for on his tombstone.
But this stuff is all familiar and boring. What's best -Travis McDade is chief justice of the Student Supreme
about Jefferson is that he hated cities and the federal Court, a graduate student in history and a regular
government. As president, he opened the White House to bimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His ewhoever wanted to come in; he was sometimes mistaken mail address is cutwm@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
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April 25. After the UB finally announced the
~A JJAlrr~
band on March 6, tickets went on sale March 31.
f F-{)/r/l'X>"'
In seven days a little more than 1,500 tickets had
, IT 1~ 11 T/.J.
12 I WI
been sold. And in seven days, the campus
LN
III
changed from a gaggle of potential ticket-holders
J1_J 'f:
to an unmotivated mob of bar-hoppers, in
Stump's view.
Stump should be more than happy with the
..::>, ·1"\
ticket results in light of the situation.
~
Students have showed no interest in Collective
-r/'J
Soul. Student response since the announcement
I f7
of the show has not been positive. It is no secret
·
f
that Stump was struggling to sign a band in the
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fir~place.
Now she
is complaining
about
the
l~~~·~l!~(~~~
individuals whose
interests
she was hired
to rep~~(~~~~~~~d!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·:·· j
1

resent.
.
. .,
For Stump to publicly criticize the student
body and expect it to run to the ticket office in
response is ridiculous , much like a frustrated
army recruiter going door-to-door with a loaded
rifle.
Stump's comments are not the epitome of public-relations tactics. The UB set up the spring
concert months too late, and Stump should solicit
her tickets with a smile. Maybe half of the campus already has plans for April 25.
The spring concert has been cramped with
problems and del(\ys, and Stump has only hurt
the spring concert by taking out her frustrations
on the bulk of the concert's market, not to mention the DB's· one dwindling hope for boosting
ticket sales.

''today's
Someone had blundered.

-Alfred, Lord Tennyson
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A job at ·food service
will change your idea
of what's on your tray

Dear editor:
You know, I am g ettin g sic k of
Jeffrey Varchmin writing letters about
food service. I am also tired of the uninfom1ed opinions this guy makes.
I too used to make rude, ig norant
comments about food service until I got
a job there. In fact I will go as far as to
say that I used to think that the cooks
could not prepare a decent meal to save
their li ves; however, my attitude has
changed. Last spring, I needed a job and
applied at food service. I took the position as meat assistant, working side by
side with the cook.
I now see first hand what these cooks
have to work with every day. They have
to follow a menu sent to them by the
head of Dining Services. They cannot
just create their own menus. Then, these
people have to prepare th ese m eal
entrees for a number ranging from 400
to 600 students.
My question: How c an a nybody
expect a goumiet meal when it is being
prepared for a number of this magni-

'i:i?''' ..

' '' : " '

~· ,.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

your'
:0'-"

._, ..

tude ') l will be the first to admit that
some of the meals here do not appeal to
me. but that does not mean 1 am going
to write and complain. l realize that it i'
impossible to make everyone happy
I 00 percent of the time, a lesson you
need to learn.
Everybody has different tastes. which
· an institution like Dining Services cannot accommodate all of the time. It is
just not possible. However, I do not feel
like my money is being wasted when I
mark a meal plan. At least I do not have
to pay for pizza every night.
I suppose when you run out of
money you will blame food service for
that as well. Then I suppose you will
have the nerve to go to food service for
a job. I know if I were the supervisor in
that kitchen, I would not hire you. In
fact, I would probably laug h in your
face.
These cooks are the nicest people
you would ever want to meet, and they
do not deserve your constant, degrading , uninfo rmed, ignorant vie ws.
Instead of trying to solve the problem,
all you want to do is get attention. Too

bad you have to get this attention at the
expense of people you do not eve n
kno w. These pe op le de serve so me
respec t. They put up with a lot of
unnecessary crap from people like you
yet come back every day to keep us fed.
Personall y. 1 am thankful for th e ir
effons.

Gary Doughan
junior secondary education
English major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,
state, national or international issues.
Lette rs should be less than 250
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the a uthor, the author 's
addre ss, te lephone number, year in
schoo l and c urrent major mus t be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space at
the discretion of the editorial page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a lette r has more tha n three
authors, only the names of the first three
will be printed.
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IKUYA KURATA
Regular columnist

Simple uses
of language
characterize
a nationality
When I write a column, I often
tend to compare American and
Japanese people. I always think
that I can generalize my topic as a
q ues tion of human beings.
Therefore, I would like to write
about one difference between
America and Japan to show
human beings as human beings.
Generally speaking, Western
people are independent and indivictual. On the other hand, it is
said that Asian people are dependent and collective. I guess that
language would show one of the
reasons for that difference.
In America, one of the difficulties to me is that when I am asked
my opinion, I must use the word
"I." For example, when I am
asked, "What American food do
you like?" I have to use.the word
"I," such as in the answer, "I like
chicken and potatoes."
In Japanese, I would say,
"Chicken and potatoes (like)."
Japanese people do not usually
use the word "I" in a statement.
In addition to the usage of "I,"
the position of "I." al ways
11.
'I'
~P~l't
,,
bel:iorries the ast part orm1s order.
For example, I will answer the
question in Japanese: "Potatoes
and chicken except choices any
have not do (I)."
Moreover, the Japanese order
makes statements objective, not
subjective, because Japanese peopie try to avoid conflict during
conversations by not using "I."
For example, when I am asked,
"Are you hungry?" I would
answer, "Hungry." I would not
say "I am hungry" but just
"Hungry."
In this case, I may seem to
avoid emphasizing my opinion,
but this is not intentional.
I guess that subjective statements would often tend to make
people fight so I unconsciously
try to avoid subjective statements.
I guess, in English, a person
and the responsibility for a statement are obvious by using the
word "I." As a result, the concept
of"self' becomes strong.
On the other hand, "I'' becomes
less important in Japanese. Also
the concept of "self' becomes
·
"I ."
vague b y not · saymg
Therefore, Japanese people tend
to coexist in a state of collective
harmony.
My examples are short sen."
tences, so I cannot te II the diuer"I"
·
th
I
I
b
t
h
ence c ear y, u w e er
is
identified and where "I" is positioned in the order of the work in
I
t0 un dera sentence must be cues
stand a difference between
American and Japanese people.
Al so, I d o not kn ow other Ianguages, so I do not assert there is
a connection between languages
and national traits. But I guess
that language would be a clue to
study the concept of "self' and a
key to understand different countries.
-Ikuya Kurata is a guest columnist and a staif.! p hotographer fior
The Daily Eastem.N~ws.

3. The U.S. government is maintaining a facility called Area S-4,
which is about 15 miles south of
the infamous Area 51. The aforementioned extraterrestrial craft are
stored at this facility, and in the
lower levels of this same city are
stored in cryogenic freeze chambers the remains of a few of the
dead aliens themselves.
This was reported by a former
Navy S.E.A.L.
i
guard
at this facilireality of the UFO ,.,,,.. •,.•,<.,,..,_,,,,""'"'''"''"""""'@"w"·'"'%'"''~""
ty. He also reportphenomenon.
1. The U.S. government under the ed seeing high White House offiauspices of the Department of cials touri1:g this facility.
By now I am certain that there is
Naval Intelligence is currently
actively engaged in the back-engi- a certain contingent of our more
neering of at least nine craft of uninformed student body that has
extraterrestrial origin. Several of turned off their minds to everything
the craft are in operational condi- that I have said in this letter.
tion, but because of the extremely
If one takes a quick look around
foreign control systems, these craft us at what is happening on the teleare tested under tightly controlled vision set and on the Internet, you
circumstances.
will see a very intensive conditionThese facts were reported by a ing program taking place. On teleformer government physicist by the vision, we've got "The X-Files,"
name of Robert Scott Lazar, who "Sightings," "Encounters" and
just happens to have provided a W- many varied UFO specials. In the
2 from the Department of Naval stores you've got alien everythings,
Intelligence that verifies he worked from key chains to T-shirts to whation this program. He was also for- ever strikes your fancy, all emblamerly employed at Los Alamos zoned with the popular, big-eyed
National Laboratory and has pro- "Gray." A very rapid conditioning
vided an inner-office phone book is taking place in our society
from Los Alamos, which verified because of the rapid developments
his employment there. Mr. Lazar that are occurring around the
Illustration provided by Wes Crum
also has a "classified" social securi- world.
ty number, which means people
Mexico City has been the focus cuts, while at the same time they
Perhaps some might think that it
like you and I cannot gain access to of very intensive UFO "flap" for are seeing oddly moving lights in is pure coincidence that the earliest
his employment and work records.
almost the last four years, the sky.
pre-history civilizations that were
2. The U.S. government, through Thousands, and I do mean THOUTwo years ago, the Fox Network highly developed had their major
contractors such as McDonnell- SANDS, of people have not only ran a special on an autopsy of an buildings and temples aligned with
Douglas and Lockheed Inter- seen these objects cavorting over alien being. I purchased the full- the Pleiades Star Cluster and with
national, are currently producing Mexican airspace, but hundreds of length, unedited version of this Orion. All major pre-history civi"duplicate" craft of these extrater- videotapes have been taken of these film. The skeptics were quick to lizations spoke of beings who came
restrial y~ps .µtili~il}g Earth.Jechc oQi~cts. 11iese. are not fuzzy, light- call it-a hoax, but new information from the stars/heaven to teach and
:.ooto-gy in a'Wattetnpt
in-the-sky videos iS' coming out soon that will defi- develop their societies. Coto approximate the - - - - - - - - - - either. THe configu- nitely settle the hoax question once incidence? I don't think so!
phenomenal charac- "For the people of
rations of various and for all. The cameraman who
So all of you naysayers and
teristics of these the human race on
types of craft can allegedly took the film is beginning doubters go ahead and fire off your
craft.
this planet to believe clearly be made out. to come forward with his story. letters and comments. I stand by
This was reported
Just off the Florida Also, another tape is in existence my research!
by retired engineer that we are the only coast near Pensacola, on another autopsy film of a similar
I will be glad to supply any and
another UFO flap being. So hold on to your hats and all of you with any of the informaBill Uhouse to intelligent life
has been ongoing for wait for that.
reporters and has
tion that I have accumulated over
appeared in at least in this universe is
the last several years.
There are, at present count, the last eight or nine years. This
Again, this is sup- through the far-seeing eyes of the includes more than 75 two- to
one video produced arrogance and
ported by videotape Hubble Space Telescope an esti- three-hour videotapes and more
in Germany called ignorance 0 -r the
"UFOs
The
'J
from unrelated peo- mated 50-150 BILLION GALAX- than 300 books. I don't mind skepUltimate Secret." highest degree."
ple, all recording the IES, and each one of those galaxies ticism. It's just'UNINFORMED
Mr. Uhouse also
,.... mm. ·
same bizarre flying contains an estimated I 00 billion SKEPTICISM that drives me
claims to have seen extraterrestrial craft.
stars. For the people of the human crazy! So be warned that you need
beings in up-close-and-personal sitTo the southwest, particularly in race on this planet to believe that lots of ammunition before you
uations as he helped design and the New Mexico and Colorado we are the only intelligent life in jump into this debate with me. We
build these duplicate craft. Valley areas, an intensive wave of this universe is arrogance and igno- are not alone in this universe.
According to Mr. Uhouse, we are cattle mutilations is currently ongo- rance of the highest degree. Not
Wes Crum
only able to duplicate about 60 per- ing. Farmers and ranchers in this only is there life out there, but it
Dining Services
cent of the performance of the alien area are reporting animals killed has been coming here off and on
kitchen laborer
craft.
with clean, surgery-like, bloodless for a very long, long time.
l-----------------------------------------------------Son, where are
kids know me (I sibly ignored? The only reason I
you at 5 a.m. in
·
call them fondly knew about it is because I am
the
morning?
my kids!!) All can from the Chicago area. There,
Well, that is when
testify to good the story was on the news, on the
radio and in all the papers.
the cooks have to come in to start service and overall good food.
However unpleasant the news
preparing for breakfast. Given
If you don't want to eat in a
Dear editor:
· dmmg
· ·
·
the fact you are a student you can certam
service
you can may be, I agree with Matthew
This is in response to several figure out when they have to get choose another. You have six Martin; the public has a right to
comments that had been written up. (I'll help you - some get up choices. So be cool, and don't know what is happening in the
by Jeffrey Varchmin. My attempt at 4 a.m., or some, I have been get all stressed out.
world, especially when it conby writing this letter would be in told, get up at 3:30 a.m.) Some of
Marianne Farrar cerns Eastern students. Couldn't
hope that Jeffrey finds time not us do not 1·ive m
· Char Ieston. In
food supervisor this tragic story, if printed,
only to read this but stick it the winter w h en we h ave b a d
Dining Services impacted our campus and made
behind his (ear).
weather, therefore, some spend
students think about their lives,
Young man, where have you the night in town with someone,
behavior, goals, futures?
h · f ·1·
I
learned your manners??? I'm all
Unfortunate as it is, this story
leaving t elf am1 ies a one.
•
for opinion sharing; however,
The act is done just so you and
should have been used as a learning experience for all students,
your writings lean on a narcissis- all the others have a meal. I
tic attitude if I ever saw one.
something that hit home. We all
could go on and on. However, I
For your information now and feel that your attitude is grim and Dear editor:
need to realize that we are not
forever: The dining services, six has no value, for it is written in a
I just want to thank Matthew invincible, and we need to think
units in all, have had their share disrespectful and hateful man- Martin for finally printing some- about the consequences of our
of bashing in the past. Never ner!!
thing in the April 2 edition of actions before we put our lives
before have I seen such a vicious
I would love to meet you and The Daily Eastern News about and the lives of other people in
attempt at slander. 1 have worked have you share more with me the Eastern student charged with jeopardy.
on campus for six years in the verbally; however, I don't know the death of a girl in a drunkLaura Topor
Dining Services as a supervisor. 1 if I could control myself with driving accident. It's about time.
sophomore community
know what we serve and how it giving you just a big hug!!! I, too, was surprised that the
health mai~r.
is prepared.
Thomas/ Andrews dining center . story went unnoticed. Was it posDear editor:
Since early in 1988 I have conducted, at my own expense, highly
involved research and study of and
into the UFO phenomenon.
Notwithstanding the mindless,
pseudo-science gobbledygook
spewed out from the recently
demised Hale-Bop/Heaven's-Gate
Suicide fiasco I have found several
hard and true facts
that have emerged
about the truth and

your

Jeffrey '/,&fChmin'S
attitude, manners
are narCiSSiStiC

;·

your tu f n

Drunk-driving story
would've h1"t home
for Eastern students

..,
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Center to remain autonomous

Ard A<l> ALA ALT LLL LK dZ <l>LL

By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate on Tuesday
either combined or approved
nearly all the recommendations
made by the Counseling Center
task force, including suggesting
the center to remain autonomous
in its structure and mission.
While one senate recommendation did stress the center's autonomy, it did not advise whether the
center should be a facet of the
proposed University College.
"Our concern is that the center
remain autonomous in its mission," said Bill Kirk, task force
and senate member. "Placing the
center within the (proposed)
University College is not a big
issue, as long as the mission and
function of the Counseling Center
is protected."
The senate formulated a suggested mission statement for the
center that included an emphasis
on direct counseling and a deemphasis on counseling/study

what is the

Fe1culty·
Senate~
'fh$ Fatult}'~a~ ii;ag¥oup .
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memb#rs Whot"r-'eas the
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.f;i.1:\jlty.on unWetsity ·!$~µ.es
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skills.
"(The senate) seems to be supportive of what we are trying to
accomplish within the center,"
said Karola Alford, acting director
of the Counseling Center. "The
goal of the center is to maintain
quality counseling to students."
To help ensure the center's
autonomy, the senate recommended the center remain as an academic unit with its own tenuregranting criteria.
The senate considered recom-

mending a staffing pattern within
the center, but voted that idea
down.
Senate members decided if the
center is its own academic unit,
staffing patterns should be decided from within that unit.
"It is way beyond our competence to suggest the size of the
Counseling Center staff," said
senate member Pat Lenihan.
The senate also recommended
the hiring of a part-time psychiatrist to determine the severity of
individual problems or sicknesses.
The psychiatrist would help
determine which student cases
were too severe to be handled in
the center and whether a student
should seek help at home.
One task force recommendation
that was voted down pertained to
designating the number of times a
student can visit the center per
semester.
"We don't want to tamper with
what is clearly a function of the
clinical service employees within
the center," Kirk said.

Internship opportunities are a
goal for Council member Scism
By ROB STROUD
City editor
A member of the Charleston City Council may
give more Eastern students a chance at internships
in Charleston in the near future.
During Bruce Scism's successful campaign for
the city council, he said one of his main goals if
elected would be to increase the number of internship Charleston offers to students.
Scism .s!\'\:l h.~ ,v.;()ulp)ike .to se~. tll.e .city .offer
political science majors assistantships with the
mayor and the city manager. He said this would be
a good way to get student input in city government.
"Some problems within the university and the
community could be resolved with this type of
cooperation," Scism said.
Hugh Brazil, a political science professor at
Eastern, said this would be a great idea.
"I think when they get a city manager in place,
the interns will be able to do quite a bit to relieve
the work load during the transition period," Brazil
said.
Brazil said the county government offers internships in three departments through the political
science department, but the city government does
not offer any right now.
Scism said he would also like to increase student intern involvement in the Charleston
Recreation Department and get interns involved in
a possible fine arts program for the city.
"Something like that could go hand in hand
with a new community center," Scism said.
Creating and running a community center has
been discussed for years in Charleston and is one
of the priorities of the Charleston Tomorrow plan.
William Higelmire, chair of the leisure studies
department, said the creation of a community center is long overdue but it will take community
wide support for this to happen.
Until a community center is created the recre-

ation department will have to be careful about
expanding its use of interns, Higelmire said.
If the roles and responsibilities of interns are
not increased first, the Recreation Department will
have more interns than it needs, Higelmire said.
Scism said he would like to expand and build
on the internships Charleston already offers.
Besides the Recreation Department, the city
offers internships in the city engineer's office, the
water treatment plant and the waste water treatmei;it plan.t. , • . .. . , . .
. : , : ,, , . . . .
Gary Brinkmeyer, the manager of the waste
treatment plant, said the plant usually has one
intern at a time from the environmental biology
department during the spring and summer
semesters.
These interns are fulfilling a requirement for
their major, Brinkmeyer said. The interns help
with getting water samples, doing testing and
interpreting results, Brinkmeyer said.
He said the amount of compensation interns
receive varies from year to year as funds are available.
Scism said he became interested in expanding
the city's internship programs after seeing how
helpful student interns were during his two terms
on the city council from 1985-93.
Student interns played a big role in working at
the water shed reservoir and mapping a data base
for the lake, Scism said. Student interns als.o
helped the city address its water quality problems,
Scism said.
Casey Watts, a senior environmental biology
major, said working at the water treatment plant
this spring provided him with valuable experience.
Watts said the spring internships also benefited
the water treatment plant by providing extra workers at a low cost. Watts said he and two other
interns worked for 12 weeks at $3 an hour.
"Both groups of people are benefiting," Watts
said.
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DeUriarte to speak on media messages
By JEN POLKOW
Staff writer

journalism, said DeUriarte's lee"She has a lot to share with
ture, "The Gerber Baby Heads us," Kaufman added. "I think
South: Constructed Identity (the presentation) will be a real
A speaker will discuss the Across the Century," is expected eye-opener."
history and sociology of the to "bring perspective to someDeUriarte, who was born in
media on Latin-American identi- thing we obviously don't have a Mexico, is bilingual and bicultural. In addition to her doctorties at 7 p.m. Thursday .in ,the great deal of expertise on."
Booth Library Lecture Hali as
"She (DeUriarte) is an out- ate from Yale, she has two bachpart of Journalism Month.
spoken person on issues pertain- elor degrees, one in composition
Mercedes Lynn DeUriarte, ing to race, gender and class," literature and one in American
who holds a doctorate from Yale Kaufman said. "She brings great studies.
University and is anl associate depth to understanding the probDeUriarte's experiences
professor of journalism, Amer- lems we have and embraces include being a writer for the
ican studies and Latin-American diversity."
Atlanta Constitution and the
studies, will give a slide presenKaufman encourages stu- Miami Herald. She also was an
tation explaining the mixed mes- dents, faculty and members of editorial opinion writer for the
sages that Latino people receive the community to attend the pre- Los Angeles Times and a script
from the media.
sentation to understand other consultant for public broadcastSusan.
l
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Senate budget talks
set to begin tonight
By MAlT ADRIAN
Student government editor

budgets coming up short at the end
of the fiscal year.
This year the AB only budgeted
The Student Senate tonight will for 95 percent of the estimated
begin discussing the Appor- enrollment, Phillips said. Undertionment Board budget which totals estimating the budget should alleviapproximately $300,000.
ate the problem of over budgeting,
The senate will meet in the he said.
Arcola!fuscola Room in the Martin
The senate also will discuss a
Luther King Jr. University Union.
resolution that would create a subThe AB proposed a $295,586 committee to examine the outcome
budget from a requested of the tuition waiver referendum
$374,836.03 from the various fee- that will be on the spring ballot for
funded groups, such as the the student body elections.
University Board, Student GovThe referendum will ask students
ernment, the Division of Sports and if they think executive board memRecreation and the Apportionment bers of Student Government should
Board itself.
receive tuition waivers. The referThe AB cut almost $80,000 from endum will ask students six questhe requested budget for FY 1997- tions concerning the issue.
98. Lance Phillips, student vice
If students pass the referendum it
president for financial affairs, said will not put an end to the tuition
in the past years, the AB has bud- waivers, but it will be used to
geted on projected student enroll- gauge student respon,.se: _ . . . . ·.;; ' David Beccae, a graduate student of music with a concentration on piano and organ, plays "Papillons," a
ment.
,. • ·Senate;also wiH 'dis'cuss a te5ohi:. j piece composed by Schuman», in front of a sea of empty seats Tuesday afternoon in Doudna Fine Arts
f!hlllips said: th't qYfiW;~~fMW>~~:i~Cf:!o?; a!!maf.~ fS.qq.mr~the cost of ~-:Building.
ha~led to the student actlVlty 'tee making a recycling video.

Play it again, Dave

Council to discuss survey Campus called to sing, praise
1

By ERIK LARSON

The Counc il on Academic
Affairs will meet Thursday to discuss the survey from the General
Education Assess ment Committee.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union to discuss the survey that
was administered to faculty and
advisors on campus asking them
questions pertaining to the pro-

grh~

Staff writer

Educ<M•Assess-.~ ~- ;" >~·' :~ '"'"·

General
ment Committee is a subcommittee of the CAA that does multiple
measures of assessment on
Eastern's general education program. ,.

Dou g Bower, director of
Testing Service, has compiled all
of the data from the survey and
will present his fi ndings to the
CAA.

Eastern's Christian organizations will meet
tonight to promote Christianity on campus.
"All Campus Praise," will gather at 7 p.m. in the
Martin Luth er King Jr. University Union
Ballroom.
"We want to promote more fellowship among
the Christian organizations and demonstrate to the
campu s that the body of Christ is present on
Eastern' s campus," said Jason Helopoulos, event
coordinator.
: H~!-~p~ul ~s ,,~ai~. ~h~, , ~:3· _~n-~~~~u~ ,<;~rist;ian
orgamzat10ns will get together to smg praise songs
together. Each organization will have a chance to
act out a skit or other performance.
Helopoulos said last semester about 200 people
attepded the event. This year, he said, "we're hop-

ing for more."
Marschelle McCoy, president of Gamma Phi Pi,
the Christian womens' sorority, said 13 members
of her group will attend the event.
"We participated last semester - we shared our
personal testimonies and it was very encouraging
and uplifting," she said.
McCoy said this semester the new members of
the group will perform a skit for the crowd about a
young lady who is tempted in several ways, but in
the end she overcomes with Jesus.
'T m very excited about it," she said. "It's nice
to have fellowship with other organizations."
The event is free and open- to the campus and
any' rellgio'us 'ctenominaii'on . .• ' ' . . . ' : .
' '.
The program is a product of an interaction committee of seven different Christian organizations
on campus which was formed this year to unite the
13 on-campus groups and coordinate activities.

People send in more than taxes to IRS Shuttle returns early, safely
WA S HINGTON (AP ) - Whe n th e Internal
It's the workers in the 10 IRS service centers,
Revenue Service worker opened the tax return, pow- where returns are processed, who suffer Americans'
dery, gray ashes spilled to the floor.
scorn for the Tax Collector.
"You took everything else. Why don' t you take
"They act like it's us doing this to them. We pay
him, too!" wrote a widow who said she had enclosed taxes, too," DiBacco says. "Why don' t they talk to
her husband's remains.
their congressman?" The IRS says that, overall, only
Americans are expected to mail about 120 million a small fraction of tax returns are adulterated. Such
tax returns to the IRS this season, and some folks tax-time hijinks probably won't increase the likelifeel compelled to enclose a little something e~tra.
hood of audits. But, depending on what taxpayers do,
Audits be damti~, these· people ·want''to ·sass the:., they could risk peQalties or find their returns referred
IRS.
'
. for poss ible cri jninal· in ve sti gation, said IRS
One taxpayer burned h oles in a re turn and spokeswoman Jodi Patterson.
.
enclosed a note that said "Bum Baby Bum," said
Some taxpayers, on the other hand, wnte thankJohn DiBacco, executive vice president of the you notes to helpful employees. Cheery citizens. also
National Treasury Employees Union's chapter at the have been known to send in candy or an occasional
IRS service center in Philadelphia.
cigar.

CAPE CANAVER AL, Fla. (AP) - Flying on only two-thirds
power, space shuttle Columbia returned safely to Earth on Tuesday
after a research flight that was cut to just four days because of a dangerously defective generator.
NASA brought the seven astronauts back 12 days early.
Commander James Halsell Jr. guided the 235,500-pound shuttle the heaviest ever because of all the unused fuel - to a neat landing on
the concrete runway. The two remaining generators evidently
worked fine.
There were none of the usual congratulations or chatter after
Columbia rolled to a stop, only a compliment from Mission Control
for the "great" landing.
Halsell thanked everyone " who helped us get back home safe and
sound. We think the team did the right thing, got the vehicle back
safely and ready to tum for another mission," he said.
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For Rent

For Rent

FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO LIVE IN APARTMENT.
Close to campus, Fully furnished.
Monthly rent-$159. Please Call
Dottie or Jamie at 581-3052.
----c---~---=4/10
2-3 ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR. 1
block from campus, furnished
with washer and dryer. $200 a
month. All utilities included. 3480066.
_________4/10
WANTED: 1 OR 2 FEMALE
ROOMMATES to share house.
$150-$175 monthly. Call 3452730.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5 .

1 BEDROOM APT. available for
summer. $275/mo. $750 total.
Low bills. Call 348-7062. Leave
message.
- - - - _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
SUMMER SUBLESSORS needed for 3 bedroom apartment close
to campus! Rent negotiable. 3486034.
4/9
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED 1 BEDROOM APT. RENT
NEGOTIABLE UTILITIES PAID.
CALL 348-8592.
4/11
1 s uBLES_S_O_R_S_N_E_E_D-ED 2

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 ANO
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
---··
..._ _ _5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
-··
____5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail·
able.
5/5
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
- - - - - - - - - - 5/5
SUMMER STORAGE now leasing units starting at $30/month for
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
____________5/5
2 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER 97. Call 342-3475 for
information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
ONE AND TWO Bedroom apartments available 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ 4/17
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM APT.
IN ATRIUM. Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, pool and hot tub. With
vanity sinks in each bedroom. 3
or 4 people for Fall 97. Call 3453670.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

;''<;<;/>0/0l,%..'<"'*''<<i·7'/<JY/>:,f>;,"X;r.,";,<c;~;<1~"«~W~«;;<<::::::=:::<;:µy

HELP IN CLEANING nice home.
Call 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

Help Wanted
~--..@;.~-«~-,m,y_:

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park,
resorts.
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. 1 p.m .. 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
--------~4/14
FULL TIME ADULT ADVOCATE
POSITION WORKING WITH
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred. Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
FARM
HELP
WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
machine 348-8906.
--------~-4/9
RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 3480288
4/11
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT- Want to work in America's
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
preserves with excellent benefits
& bonuses? (Seasonal/Summer)
Learn how from Outdoor information services. Call 1-206-9713624 ext. N57381
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

CAMP
STAFFSeparate
Northern Minnesota boys camp
and girls camp. Seeking high
energy, caring individuals as
counselors to instruct water skiing, board sailing, swimming, sailing, horseback riding, mountain
biking, archery, gymnastics, and
back packing. Make a difference
in a child's life. June 11 to August
13. Call 314-567-3167.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/9
RELIABLE PERSON to mow 3
lawns now through fall 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LIFEGUARD NEEDED IMMEDlATELY! Morning and afternoon
hours available. Summer positions available. Apply in person.
Mattoon YMCA. 234-9494. 221
N. 16th St. Contact Tracy Huth.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
STAYING FOR THE SUMMER?
Have fun and make money at
Brian Place. Now hiring all positions. 2100 Broadway Mattoon
234-4151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
WILDERNESS TRIP DIRECTOR
WANTED for camp in Northern
Wisconsin. Prior experience
required. Climbing background
preferable. Good pay, free room
and board. 1-800-480-1188 10
a.m. -10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11

Make Money
'::1''>"»:-='5'",<X'4,:,'<!,,.~0'.'1':"'0\'~_>i->i>·=<."""'"''~1::~<!'"'';·=·~'1'.&->:~'»·"'l",:X,~>:·>

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
information call 301-429-1326
5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
_ _ _ _ _.5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've helped 1OOO's of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext: 11 O.
Free CD to qualified callers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
$1000'S POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part time. At home. Toll free 1800-218-9000 Ext T-2262 for listin gs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:4/9
$1000'S POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home. Toll
free 1·800-218-900 Ext R-2262
for listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9

Wanted
LOSE II.. 21GHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 3457413.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS. Lose
5-100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. R.N. assisted. Free
gift. $35 fee 1-800-579-1634
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4110

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:~--------------~
Address: _______________
Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _ _Composltor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment

Q Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Q Check

Q Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student Cl Yes Cl No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste .

.

Sublessors
SUBLEASE AT PARK PLACE! 3BEDROOM apartment. Close to
campus. Furnished. Rent negotiable. 348-5597
4/14
SUMMER SUBLESSORS N-EEDED: Furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 3454756.
4/9
3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Large 3 BEDROOM
house, close to campus. Clean,
non-smoker. Rent reduced. 3452076
4116
ONETO FO-UR SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for house near the
square. Rent negotiable. Call
345-6599
4/10
SUBLEASE WANTED: Graduate
student needs furnished apartment or house. May through
August. Must allow small dog.
Call Ron at 765-746-5136.
4111
3 FEMALE SUBLESSORS to
share a room for summer. Park
Place. Under $200/month furnished.
4/11
1 or 2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR NICE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Great location.
Rent negotiable. 345·4297. ,.
4110
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. LARGE
1 BEDROOM APT. 802 Jackson
Ave. 275.00/month plus utilities.
Available May 1st. Call 345-1271.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:4110
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Furnished apt. close to
campus With air. Call 348-7822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;4/10
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Furnished, low rent,
and cheap bills. Call Jen/Stacy at
348-0237.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
SUBLEASING FOR SUMMER!
Nice, furnished 2 bedroom apartment, rent negotiable! Call 3459172
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10

"'"'nu:.:.
1 Two out of two
sHolywar
10 Take illegally
14Ambience
1s Writer St. Johns
11 Pan of A.O.
17 Anne Morrow
Lindbergh book
20 How two hearts
may beat
It Gluck and
Mahler
12 Corp. honcho
13Hilldweller
II Furtive fellow
27Superior
31Actor
Depardieu
as Netanyahu's
land: Abbr.

ROOMS, NC, Parking, dishwash·
er, OLDTOWNE apartments. Call
348-0058.
4/15
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SUMMER TERM. 1530 2nd
Street. 345-9255 or 348-0727.
----··
___4/15
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Nice, furnished 2 bedroom house. Close to campus.
Call 348-0187.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16
NEEDED 2-4 PEOPLE FOR
SUMMER 97. Close to campus.
Park Place Apartments. Rent
Negotiable. 348-0937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
SUMMER SUBLET 2-4 PEOPLE.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. POOL,
SUNDECK, CENTRAL AIR.
ALSO
AVAILABLE
97/98
SCHOOL YEAR. ASK FOR
MICHELLE/RUSS. CALL 3452053.
- - - - - - - - - 4/11
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR. Fully furnished 3 bedroom apartment.
Trash and water included
$250/month. Call 348-5001.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SUMMER.
Park
Place
Apartments. One bedroom. One
or two people. 345-9262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____c4/11
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED for roomy apartment. Good
location. $190/month. Call 3488002.
---------~4/11
4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
$130/month. Please call 3480692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
SUMMER ONLY: 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
5/5

For Rent
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFumished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 3487746 for appointment.

36 1...ap reamre
38 Double-reed
instrument
39 Michael Landon
portrayal
43"Dies--"
44 Tijuana title
41Skysight
48 Tie up
49 Banter

BLACK GREEK COUNCIL awards packets are in your mailboxes.
Remember deadline is April 23rd.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Minority Leadership Award applications
can be picked up starting today in the Student Life Office.
Applications are due April 21st.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room. Please bring $ for favors, shirts and formal taxes. Also bring president sheets. If you cannot attend call
Becky @ 345-4227
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service Committee meeting tonight at 6 p.m.,
Fundraising Committee meeting at 7 p.m. and Exec Board meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the APO office. Membership Committee meeting tonight
at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Lobby.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION No meeting tonight!
Instead, we are having a discussion with the Latina Speaker tomorrow.
ACS-CHEMISTRY CLUB Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in PS 415. We'll
have officer elections and then go to Jerry's Pizza. (Bring money for
pizza)
HAITI CONNECTION Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in the Newman
Center Lounge.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held tonight at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel,' lOca.ted-or(tne comer of 9th and Lincoln.
'i'i1E.J
EIU ANNUITANTS April meeting tomorrow at 8:40 a.m. in the
.Charleston!Mattoon-MLK Union. Barbara Hilke will share ideas on
EIU Foundation.
PRELAW SOCIETY/SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Mock LSAT's on April 12
and 19 at 9 a.m. in Lumpkin Hall 17. If interested in taking contact
Curt Richardson at 345-8586 or Ray Randolph at 581-3534
ALL CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS All campus praise tonight at 7
p.m. in the University Ballroom. Everyone is welcome.
PLEASE NOTE; Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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European company unloads remaining rights to RU-486
PARIS (AP) - Threatened by boycotts
from American anti-abortion groups, the
European pharmaceutical giant Hoechst on
Tuesday unloaded its remaining rights to
the abortion pill RU-486.
The company gave the rights to one of
the drug's creators, Dr. Edouard Sakiz,
who plans to form a smaller company that
will be less vulnerable to consumer pressure.
,
The move was a further attempt by the

French drug company Roussel-Uclaf - a
Hoechst subsidiary - to distance itself from
the controversial drug. Just two years ago,
in the face of boycotts, it ceded U.S. rights
to RU-486 to The Population Council, a
New York-based nonprofit group.
Sakiz said his new company will have
nothing to do with the U.S. market.
"In the United States, they're on the
verge of a civil war" over abortion, he
said.

The $3.5 million in annual sales of RU- anti-abortion group last week threatened to
486 - also known as mifepristone - was boycott Allegra, a Hoechst antihistamine,
not worth risking Hoechst's $1.63 billion Euvrard said. Hoechst and Sakiz already
in U.S. business, Hoechst spokeswoman had decided to make the transfer, she said.
The Washington-based National Right to
Catherine Euvrard said.
"Roussel-Uclaf no longer has the means Life Committee, which threatened the boyto be able to withstand the boycott threats" cott, said it was not satisfied with the
from American anti-abortion groups, she • agreement. It said in a statement that no
told reporters in Paris. "This product can one should have the rights to what it called
no longer be part of the strategy of an "this death pill." The group would not
international company." An American comment on the boycott.
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For Rent

For Rent

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
apartments. for rent. Call 3481826.
4/16
TWO LARGE ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. Heat and trash
paid. Next to campus. 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
Close to EIU-Extra nice apartments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits and references required.
No pets. Water. and trash.
Furnished. Two bedroom-stove,
dishwasher, refrigerator, compactor, patio-$460/month. One
bedroom-stove and refrigeratorStudio-stove,
$315/month.
microwave,
refrigerator$300/month. J.P. Furlong Realtor
345-8600.
4/14
RENTAL PROPERTY EFFICIENCY APT. located at 501 1/2 TAYLOR IN CHARLESTON. Fully furnished, available May 15, 1997.
Lease & deposit required. Phone
345-6011. After 5:30 Call 345·
9462.

LARGE 5 BEDROOM HOUSE. 10
month lease. Partly furnished. 3
Blocks South of Charleston
Square. Call between nine and
five. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. 2 blocks from
Student Union. Call between 9
and 5. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
NEED 2 FEMALES. Fully furnished home. Own bedrooms. All
utilities included. Semester or 10
month lease. Security required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave message.
~---...,.,,-.,,.---,-----,--4121
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
1 BEDROOM AND 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED HOUSES. Available
June 1. Security deposit and year
lease. 345-4010.
-~-----------5/5
UNIQUE 1 BEDROOM FURNISHED FOR 2. 2 Blocks from
Buzzard. Call between 9 !!< 5. 345·
5088.
4/11
FALL 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
Summer only 3 bedroom apartment. 415 Harrison. 348-5032.
4/11
FALL THRl;:E BEDROOM, 1806

FOR SALE: SMITH CORONA
WORD PROCESSOR AND MONITOR $150.00 Call 345-5384 Ask
for Matt.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-2432435.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.515
NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PRO·
CESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
FREE FILM $4.99
5/5
4 WEEKS REMAIN UNTIL
FINALS, SO DO YOU HAVE
YOUR RESUME DONE? Well if
not, get it done right at Student
Publications. We have a fast, reliable service that includes cover
letters. CALL TODAY 581-2812,
ask for Adrienne or Leticia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
PROVOLONE CHEESE, PROVOLONE
CHEESE,
PROVOLONE
CHEESE,
PROVOLONE CHEESE. FREE on all
,our subs at JOEY'S. 345-2466speedy delivery.
~~----=~---c---4/11
ATTN LADIES: Full set of professional nails super special only
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100.
-------,---4/14
THE PLACE- 8 miles east on
Ro1,1te lp .. Weekly. Specials: Mqo-

ORDER CAKES NOW FOR
GRADUATION. Call Sheila's
Sweet Thing's. 345-6223.
4/11
OFFICl_A_L_N~O-T-IC_E
__-T-0~ ALL

----~-4/11

' ' FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION, 3
' BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS Three
! · Bedrooms for 3 or 4 persons. For
' information please call 345-6011
, .:: after 5:30 C(lll 345.-9462. Ask for
I·- Larry°. · " .n10.,ni~1 t-n~. nrR ;,_, '"""'') .,,tlcfthStreet:..aummer•houses.
·
4/11
Two· bedroom, 1022 2nd. Four
FOR SUMMER 2 BEDROOM
bedroom, 319 Madison. 348FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
5032.
APARTMENTS. $300/month.
-~--~----=-c=-c-4/18
Water and Trash paid. 947 4th St.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
348-7746.
Water, trash. heat, furnished. No
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
pets. Security and lease required.
. SNUG 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for
348-0699 after 5 or leave mes3 tenants. Good location near
sage.
4/21
Lantz. $570 for 1 O months.
FOR--R-E_N_T_:_2_B_E_D_R_OOM
Century 21 Wood R.E., 1512 A
APARTMENT FULLY FURStreet, Jim Wood, broker.
NISHED, Central Air. Lincolnwood
.,..--,,,,..,,---,,---------,--,..--4/15
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST!
Apartments, building 2216, # 204:
Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 tenants.
Last 2nd floor balcony. Call 345Good locations, good prices. Lists
6000.
4/10
available at Century 21 Wood
NEAR EIU-LARGE 4 BEDR.E., 1512 A Street, Jim Wood,
ROOM,
2
bath
house,
broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
washer/dryer, for 4-6 students.
348-7941.
EFFICIENCY SUITE FOR 3
Tenants,Tjm~e private l.ocking
bedrooms. $480 ·5
a~s; 1p
month Jease. G21
i !U2.A
Street, Jim Wooi:h
er. 345_ _ _._._ _
. ,,,_:_·_.-·-'--'4/11
4489
CHARLESTON FURNISHED
- - - - · - - - -...4/15
room. Home environment 1 block
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
from campus. Meals included.
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
Female non-smoker. $400 nego97-98 school year. $235/month.
12 month. lease. Call 345-3148.
tiable. 345-1284
- ________5/5
4!14
AVAILABLE FOR-SUMI;;1ER AND
5 BEDROOM HO\.JSE. AND 2
FALL 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
BEDROOM APT i/2 block from
Clean modern apartments with
Old Main. Call 345-2730.
__, _____,,,_ _ _4/11
some utilities furnished. 1,2,3
2 AND 3 BEDROOM FURbedrooms. Not close to campus.
NISHED APARTMENTS. Clean,
No pets. 10 & 12 month leases
are available. 217-345-4494 anyexcellent condition. Good locatime.
tions. Parking, laundry. No pets.
345-7286
- - - - - - - - - - 4/9
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
SUITE FOR RENT. Next to Old
FALL 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Main. $300 plus utilities. Call 345Clean modem home. 4 bedrooms.
Close to campus. No pets. 10 or
2086 after 1 p.m.
12 month leases are available.
- - - - - _ _ _ _ 4/11
217-345-4494 anytime.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom remodeled, near square. Water includ-4/9
ONE, TWO BEDROOM APARTed. Sec. doors, washer/dryer,
exercise room available. Free
MENT. Also 3, 4 and 5 bedroom
parking. 345-6912 leave mes·
houses. School year lease. 3480009.
sage.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
-----------,-,,----=-cc-,--c419
VERY CLEAN, DELUXE, 2 BEDUNFURNISHED HOUSES for 3
ROOM APARTMENT. Downtown
or 5 clean, non-smoking females.
One year lease. $215 each, near
Mattoon. 1 year lease. 400 diagonal month 348-8406.
campus. 345-2564.

4/11
2 BEDROOM,

FURNISHED
APARTMENT. 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 3455048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
ATTENTION STUDENTS three
bedroom house with large
kitchen, close to EIU. Available
August: 1 345-2516.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

For Sale
FOR SALE- '92 RED GMC
SONOMA, 59,000 miles, loaded.
Bed cover, camper shell included.
Excellent condition. 345-6912
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _419

419

85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof, automatic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460
-------~--5/3
1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER
BLK, good cond., $600.00/obo.
Call 348-0134 leave msg.
4116
LOFT FOR SALE! Sturdy plus
extras. $100 or best offer. Call
Gwen 581-2606.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/9
86 MUSTANG. 6CL, auto, BLK,
good condition. $3000. Call Kim
Brooks 345-5692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
FOR SALE- SHARP CAROUSEL
MICROWAVE, $50, matching
recliners, $40 each, 2 black six
drawer dressers, $50 each. 345·
6912 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
BEDROOM FURNITURE: Large
Dresser, desk w/chair, entl table.
Call Jen 345-6180.
_ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _4/15
MERCURY TOPAZ '87 Great
transportation, well-maintained,
recent tune-up, new tires, PS, PB,
PM 86K 1200 o.b.o. 345-5101.
4114.
KEG =F=R=ID~G=Ecc-$"""3""5""0--,o"'".=B-co.Oc-.. MTX
Sub Box. Call 348-1869 Ask for
Chad.

50 cenf drafts>'Tues- free poor.

Wed- Ladies' Night, 25 cent
drafts, $1 rail. Thurs- $1 Ice
House. Fri/Sat- live DJ 9-1.
4115
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
S~E=Iz=E=D,---""C-cA.-.R"'"'S,---f"'"r-om--,,$1 7 5.
MOCK LSAT'S HELD APRIL 12,
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, · 19. If interested in taking call Curt
4WD's. Your area. Toll free 1-800Richardson at 348-8586.
218-9000 ext A-2262 for current
419
G~-=o~v-·T=--=F~O~R~E=c-=-Lo-=-=-s=E=D-,-ho-mes
listings.
419
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
TREK 820 MOUNTAIN BIKE 18"
tax, Repo's, REO's. Your area.
frame. Rapid fire shifters. Low
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ext 2262
miles $250. 258-6530 .
for current listings.
4/11
4/9
T=Rcc-=E~K-2"'"1""0""0-=R-=o-cA-=Dc--'B IKE.
PARTY BARN AND HAYRIDES.
Composite/Aluminum frame 21".
Barn with loft. Outdoor coral area
Shimano 105. Excellent condition
with volleyball court and bonfire
$550. 258-6530.
area available August 1st. Book
4/11
before May 15th for special rates.
8_2_Y._A_M_A_H_A_V_E_R~G~O~M~O~T-ORCY •
348-1424.
CLE. Great shape! Must see.
4/29.
$1500 obo. Call Rob 348-8920.
- - - - - - - - - 4/9

l/5TIJN, K!IJ5, tr. a,r:yr'r 8t t{)Nb

B6FOR£ YOt/fl<J3. lt:E.N.4€.iiR?
AM> WY AU KNOW «If/Ar
"THAT MEAN7-Rlf85UION!

Personals
ESA SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Thanks for all the help. Couldn'
have done it without you. Love
Suzanne.
----------~-=-cc-c--c-~4/9
JENNIFER WILLIS OF ESA AN[
JASON YOUNG-Congratulation
on your engagement! Love
Bullie, Kara, Heather an

SPRING/SUMMER GRADUATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISTINCTIVE
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVMichelle~
ERY ... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
GREG HAMILTON-Sorry aboL
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800- · the FLASH dance! Glad you like
Mickey though! From Bullie.
954-7237
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
---------~41E
SUZANNE BEMENT OF ESP
WANT DINNER NEXT SUNDAY
Thanks for my Hottie-Boombalotl
NIGHT? EPSILON SIGMA
formal date! ESA love and mint
ALPHA WILL HAVE A SPAGHETKara.
TI DINNER ON SUNDAY, APRIL
13 from 5 to 8 p.m. $3 for big
---~,...---c---=---~---~4/~
KIRSTY'S FRIEND MICHELLE
spaghetti and garlic bread. Call
Where
are you? I can't find you t
3992 to place your order and get
say hi. Scott.
free delivery to all dorms including
greek and university courts! 90%
~~-----------4/9
CONGRATULATIONS PANKEY
of all funds goes to COALITION
Thought
it would never happen
FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
huh. Love, Gallovitch.
ORDER TODAY!

----------~419

Personals
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
JOANNA REYNOLDS OF TRISIGMA: Your dad is watching you!

-----~------------~19
TAUS
GET EXCITED FOR
GREEK WEEK!!
- - - - - - - - - 4/9
AST AIRBAND:You guys look
awesome. Keep up the good
work!
419
GO SIG KAPS! Get pumped up
for Greek Week!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA:Keep the
spirit alive! Greek Sing is almost
here!
4/9
ALPHA GAMS:Get ready for
Greek Week. It's right around the
corner.
----··--·-·---···_4/9
TO MY PHI SIGS: Thanks for the
sweatshirt and the serenade. I
loved it! Love, Your Sweetheart.
____4/9

;JJ()!FNOT8Y
~MOON~ Hat!

f/llE AR£WU
GOIM7 1lJACT{}{/l?
UNPROTeulw

LYNN KASTEN OF TRI
SIGMA:Your doing a great jol
with Greek Sing! Love, Your sis
ters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
TRl-SIGMA:Get fired up for Greel

yYe~~! -

-'"',. .4/9

TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS:Keep
the hard work!

u~

----------~9

CONGRATULATIONS TO SCOO
BY OF SIGMA NU for winnin1
Unity Day King and Th
Commander Salute.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/E
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Softball team ready to take on Indiana State
Six-game winning
streak on the line
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panther softball team will
put its six-game winning streak on the
line when it hosts the Sycamores of
Indiana State at 4 p.m. Wednesday at
Williams Field.
Eastern is coming off a string of five
games in three days in
which they hosted three
Ohio Valley Conference
foes. The Lady Panthers
took one from the Lady
Govs of Austin Peay,
snatched both ends of a
double-header from Middle Tennessee and pound.
ed away the Lady Tigers Stephanie Fox
of Tennessee State, taking both games of
a twin bill.
The Sycamores also come into the
game on roll, but for them its a roll
downhill. Indiana State has dropped its
last 15 games to go to 7-30 on the season.

•

The Sycamores are 1-5 -----------~ should win."
1997
Fox will go into the
on the road.
WOlllEN'S
Eastern is 20-12 overgame w.ith the same
~rmfl
SOFTBALL
all and 9-5 in the ave.
strategy that brought
Con!. Overall
The Lady Panthers are TEAM
success in the two
Austin Peay
4-1
13-6
teams' previous match9-2 at home.
The last time these Southeast Missouri 10-3 17-12 up.
9-4
19-4
Since those two losses
two teams met was a Tennessee Tech
9-5 20• 12 to Eastern, the Sycadouble dip at Indiana Eastern Illinois
Middle Tennessee
5-5
18-17
_
State on March 26. East- Eastern Kentucky
12_13 mores have been out67
ern took both games, 8-5 Tennessee-Martin
4_6
8-17
scored 60-8. In their last
and 5-3.
5-9 11-16 four games, they have
Morehead State
Eastern head coach Tennessee State
1-13 3-21
been out-scored 32-3.
Stephanie Fox was hapIndiana State's top hitpy with her team's
Today's games
ter is Britt Frankenberoffensive performance
Indiana State@ EIU
ger, who is batting .293
with 24 hits in 82 at
in the first two meetings.
Tennessee-Martin @ Austin Peay
"Last time we played
Eastern Kentucky @ Wright St.
bats.
them we hit the ball
Southern Illinois@ SEMO
The ace of the Indiana
really well," she said. "It
State rotation is Michelle
was probably our best ~----------~ Petersen. With an ERA
offensive performance of the season. of 2.96, Petersen has won five games and
After (Monday's) games we're hoping lost 15 in 22 appearances. She has
that we can continue hitting well."
pitched 16 complete games with one shut
Though she thinks the team played out.
In their last four games the Lady
well, she was concerned with the defense.
"We did OK, not as well defensively," Panthers have outscored their opponents
she said. "We've brought up our defen- 39-8. Since beating Indiana State, Eastern
sive play lately, and if we can keep up has gone 7-5 and outscored the opposiour hitting and bring up our defense we tion 59-22.

Leading the Lady Panther offense are
senior Jen Cherveny and junior Emily
Starkey. Cherveny has the team's best
batting average at .441, and Starkey has
driven in a team high 18 RBI. Both
Cherveny and freshman Adrienne Noll
have scored 24 runs for the Lady
Panthers this season.
Eastern's top hurler is junior Mandy
White, who has an ERA of 1.66. She has
collected a record of 8-2 in 16 appearances with seven complete games. White
has one shut out on the season and a onehi tter against conference leader Austin
Peay.
Fox does not think the team will have
trouble getting up for the game, despite
being on a winning streak.
"I think Indiana State has always been
one of our local rivals," Fox said. "I think .
we'll be ready."
Fox also does not think that Indiana
State's poor showing will affect the her
or her player's outlook.
"We've lost way too many games this
year to teams we should have beaten,"
she said. "And I think they finally realize
that we can't take anyone for granted. I
don't think they will let that affect them.
I know I won't"

Baseball squad begins road swing today at Northern
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther baseball team
opens an eight-game road swing
as they play a doubleheader
against the Northern Illinois
Huskies at 1 p.m. today in DeKalb.
These two teams were scheduled to play earlier this year at
the Saluki/Best Inns Classic, but
,, the game was called because of

-rant. · . ,, r..__,_"' ~ ,,..

...

.,. .,~.,,,,4-. . -

-~

-

" We saw eac h oth e r play
about one inning at Southern
Illinois," Huskie assistant coach
Frank Delmedico said. "We are
just going to give our guys a
chance to play and work on
some things."
Panther head coac h Jim
Schmitz is going into the game
the same way Northern Illinois
is.

•

"I don't know much about
Northern, we just take one day
at a time," he said.
The Huskies come into the
game with a 9-15 record, most
of those loses due to a 10-game
losing streak at the beginning of
the season. With the 8-7 victory
over Illinois, Eastern improved
its record to 11-18 ·overall, 3-6
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
After winning three-straight
games, the Huskies are coming
off·a ·6-"'.rlos·s lo"'l lie Unive?sily
of Illinois at Chicago on Monday.
Only three Huskies have started in all 24 games this season.
One of those players is junior
first baseman Eric Welsh. He is
the team leader in batting average at .377.
In 77 trips to the plate, Welsh
has 29 hits and a team-leading
26 runs batted in. Of the 29 hits,
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Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza
with One Topping for
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Add a Family Salad and a 2-Liter Soft Drink I
for just $3.65.
I
•2nd pizza is also 14•Thin Crust One Topping. :
Good 7Days a Week. on Garry-Out
through May 18, 1997 at:
Charleston ·90918th Street

848-7818
Delivered for just $too more!
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1997 Me"'s

Baseball
TEAM

o6c
?of!?~

Con!. Overall

Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky

8-4
8-4
7-5
5-4
6-6
4-5

19-13
16-13
17-16
'14-18
11-18
13-18

Eastern Illinois

3-6

10-18

Tennessee-Martin
Murray State

3-6
4-8

9-17
17-16

Standings as of April 7

Welsh has a team-leading eight
home runs and is tied for the
team lead with eight doubles.
Welsh also leads the team
with 176 put outs, but is also
tied for the team lead with eight
errors.
The other Huskie with a batting average above .300 while

starting in every game is junior
shortstop Mike O'Neil. In a
team-leading 92 at bats, he has
an average of .3 15.
Of the 92 at bats, he has hit
safely 29 hits while driving in 11
runs. He is tied for the team lead
in doubles with Welsh, both having eight, and has one homer.
The last player from Northern
Illinois to start in all the games
is junior second baseman Tom
Moore, who has a .. 276 batting
average. In 76 trips to the plate,
he has 21 hits and is second on
the team with 14 RBI. Moore is
second on the team with seven
doubles and has one homer.
The Huskie pitching staff is
led by sophomore Justin Stringer
who has a 4.91 earned run average and a 3-2 record. In 25 2/3
innings pitched , Stringer has
given up 14 earned runs on 19
hits while striking out 20 and

walking 15.
Twelve of those 20 hits have
been for extra bases, including
10 doubles.
Junior Kyle Johnson has
pitched the most innings for the
Huskies, pitching 33 113 innings. He has a 2-3 record and a
5.40ERA.
Johnson has given up 20
earned runs on 43 hits while
striking out 26 and walking 16.
He leads. the .team wi,t.h ,ei~wt
saves and has two of the
Huskies four complete games.
Delmedico says there is no
one great individual on the team.
" We' re trying to play as a
team and we are stressing that,"
he said. "We aren't going to survive because of one facet of o.ur
game. We make sure what we do
is stress everybody playing. We
play as a unit in a positive or a
negative way."

T:h e women ol
Alpha Piii
woalcl li.k e to thank
VJ Bellafo.re

for bei.n g aa
oa.t standing
Bordeaax Beaa.
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ODUMUVIWA

BASEBALL
Smith in the fifth put the Panthers
up 5-3, but the Illini came back to
take a 7-5 lead in the sixth.
The scoring ·started. when ·
Illinois sophomore center fi6ldei:;
Todd McClure hit a line single up
the middle to score freshman first
baseman Mitch Walk.
After a walk to freshman third
baseman Craig Marquie loaded
the bases, Sommerfeld threw a
wild pitch which allowed McClure to score. The final run came
in when Jackson was caught in a
run down, and junior catcher
Aaron Nieckula crossed the plate
before Jackson was tagged out.
The Panthers did score one run
in the bottom of the inning with a
two-out rally. Back to back singles by Mikes and Lyons put runMffl!IJI\itint and~~c.ond, and Zink

.,

-"'
0

from page 12

happy for his former teammate.
"He had called me Friday and told me about it and
I'm just feeling good right now for him," Hibbler
said. He is such a hard working guy and taking a
chance at playing (professionally) without having any
college experience takes a lot of heart."
Hibbler also talked about Odumuyiwa's personality.
"He was a great teammate for me and he is displays great leadership and is just a great guy to be
around," Hibbler said. "He always works hard at
whatever he does and I think that carried over to football."
West Aurora High School boys basketball coach
Gordie Kerkman, who said the Cowboys have a history of signing basketball players, said Odumuyiwa was
always a physical athlete when he played high school
basketball for him.
"He was a very physical basketball player for us
and he was an aggressive and very determined athlete," Kerkman said. "I would think he has all the

11

J:

physical qualifications to play professional football."
Yet, while Odumuyiwa was able to see his goal
realized Tuesday morning, he did not hesitate to credit the conditioning program Samuels ran during basketball season as a reason for his success.
"Eastern's basketball program laid down the conditioning program for me and that helped me with the
physical aspect of conditioning for the NFL," he said.
"It (Eastern's conditioning program) made training
for football better for me."
Samuels added he always tried to challenge his
players during conditioning and this proved beneficial
on Odumuyiwa's road to the NFL.
"We always tried to teach our athletes the discipline of working out and we would have our kids
doing sprints and challenge them mentally by pushing
them everyday to succeed," Samuels said.
"Odumuyiwa was always a hard worker and he would
always do the extra things because he had a good
work ethic. I think that has carried over to football for
him."
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Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 97 . . 9s
•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities

•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking

•Swimming pool & sun deck
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hit a bloop single to right to score has been pitching very well,"
Mikes.
Schmitz said. "I wanted to get
Panther head·. coach Jim him out of the 'Oh, here we go
Schmitz tned a new ·Jine:.up' for · again situations,' and put him in
ttte "g!ame, moving Zink to the some situations not as panicky."
two-spot and Lyons to the leadLarson picked up the save for
off position.
the Panthers, pitching two-thirds
"Sean has done well, and Josh of an inning and getting two
has been struggling from the right quick outs. Castelli went 5 l/3
side," Schmitz said.
innings, giving up six earned runs
Both Lyons and Zink respond- on eight hits while striking out
ed well to the change as Lyons five and walking five.
went 2-for-3 while Zink went 3Illinois sophomore Bob Burfor-5 while driving in two runs.
lage took the loss going three
Sommerfeld got his first win of innings, giving up three runs on
the year, as he came into relieve six hits while striking out four
starter sophomore Bobby Castelli. and walking none.
Sophomore shortstop Jon
In three innings pitched, Sommerfeld didn't give up any runs Anderson led the Illini going 3on four hits while striking out two for-5 while driving in two runs.
and walking one.
McClure went 2-for-5 and also
"Sommerfeld was Oc5, hut he contributed two RBI. ... ,
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from page 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - well," Schmitz said.
the money's not there. The top two
He said the normal route for a playrounds usually get about $900,000.
er to the majors is six years in the
That's very difficult to turn down.
minors if they make the jump directly
"You have to do what your heart
from high school, and 3-4 years in the
tells you to do."
minors after college if they choose
The farther down in the draft one
that route.
goes, less money is offered and the
"There's a lot more emphasis on
player's chances of making the big
winning at the college level," Schmitz
leagues also diminishes. Baseball
America indicates that from the 21st round on, said. "The minor leagues are much more developonly seven 1Jercent of those drafted will ever see mental."
Lofgren said college has helped him mature
action on a major league field. Of those picked in
the first five rounds, 42 percent make it. Overall, along with making him physically stronger, two
only l 0.6 percent of all minor leaguers play in the attributes that are important on the professional
level. However, those are not the only reasons to
majors.
"You have to be a pretty good ballplayer to play go to college.
"The advantage is getting an education and at
in the majors, even with expansion," McDevitt
said. "There's only a small percentage of guys who the same time doing what you want to do, playing
go pro that make it to the majors and stay there."
baseball on the side," Schmitz said.
McDevitt also agrees that baseball should not be
There is also a correlation between the position
in the draft and how patient a team will be. The the primary reason for going to college. He said
higher someone is selected, the more chances a the best place to learn how to play baseball is in
the pros, not in college.
player will be given to prove himself.
"If nothing works out, I'm close to graduating,"
"A 30th round selection who struggles is going
to be cut, while there are lots of third and fourth Lofgren said. "Maybe I can get a job teaching and
round names out there who haven't done that get out in the real world."
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need to find a hobby.
Combine the fans and Wrigley
Field, and this is perhaps the
biggest contributor to the lack of
a championship on the North
Side. In the past, mediocrity has
not hurt the Tribune Company, for
one simple reason - Wrigley
Field.
No matter how bad the team
may be doing, fans will still
come. Many years, come June,
the ballpark is a bigger attraction
than the team playing in the ballpark.
Why should management
spend money in an effort to put
together a quality ballclub when
they know the mere fact that the

team plays in Wrigley Field will
attract enough fans to pay the
bills anyway?
The owners are simply gaining
off of someone else's stupidity
the fans. No one should blame
them for that.
There is some good that can
come out of this evil of the Cubs'
season that has so far been nothing less then disgraceful. If they
don't manage at least 60 wins and
have their worst season in history,
that is the best thing any Cub fan
could hope for.
If anything else, it will serve as
an eye opener for not only the
fans, but management as well.
Obviously, nothing else has.

's

98\

Great Prizes

For example, management said
the signing of Shawon Dunston
will help put the team over the
hump, or that team will not miss
pitcher Jaime Navarro.
Dunston has yet to make an
impact, and the Cubs replaced
Navarro with Kevin Tapani.
Tapani has not thrown a pitch this
season, recently had surgery on
his hand, and is not expected to
return until the All-Star break.
The fans are also too damn
patient. It has been 89 years since
the last championship, but every
year fans proclaim "wait 'till next
year." People who are willing to
wait their entire life to see the
Cubs in the World Series really

: ii)
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1524 Lake Land Blvd
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Cowboys lasso in Odumuyiwa
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
The wait is over for ex-Panther basketball standout Michael OdiµnuyiWa.
By inking his name to a contract with the
Dallas Cowboys Tuesday morning, the former Panther forward took the final step in
accomplishing a goal he has had since finishing up a four-year hoops career at
Eastern in 1996.
"I signed it this morning and there is no
doubt that it feels good to have that out of
~e way," Odumuyiwa said Tuesday afternoon. "They (Dallas) reviewed the contract
with me and went over the basic things.
Now I just have to work to stay on the
team."

Odumuyiwa, who said
he used his Nigerian
name on the contract,
Olusawegun, said lie
will make the league
minimum of roughly
$162,000.
Doug Hood of the
Dallas Cowboys' Public
Michael
Relations office conOdumuyiwa
firmed Odumuyiwa's
signing of the contract
but could not go into any further details
about the terms of the contract.
The next step now for the former West
Aurora High School basketball and football
player is to work out with the Cowboys
over the next few weeks until the team has

its mini-camp after the NFL draft.
Odumuyiwa said he is looking forward
to the challenge.
"Right now I'm going to be working out
with the rest of the team and I'll be working out four times per week.'' Odumuyiwa,
who played a season of semi-pro football
for the nationally ranked Cook County
Cardinals, said of his immediate goals. "I
just want to get my strength up and be in
the best condition I can be in before minicamp."
Panther head basketball coach Rick
Samuels was not completely surprised by
his former athlete's accomplishment.
"I did know that he was working diligently after he left Eastern and it's nice to
see that he was able to get there (to the

NFL)," Samuels said. "We wish him the
best with his career. This is not that unusual of a situation because for several years I
would get questionairres from NFL teams
asking about players that may have a shot
at playing football."
Samuels added Odumuyiwa clearly has
the build to make it in the world of professional football.
"His body is conducive to professional
football and he is a very good and very
strong athlete," Samuels said. "He was
always very relentless on the basketball
court."
Keith Hibbler, a sophomore on the
Panther basketball team who played with
the Odumuyiwa last season, said he was

See ODUMUYIWA page 11

Panthers edge Big Ten foe Illini, 8-7
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

CHADMERDA
Associate sports editor

Cubs starting
to rewrite the
record books
Ba&,eball fans joke that .i.t:&
okay for a ,team fir have··a bad
year, but the Chicago Cubs are
having a bad century.
Now there's actually proof.
With their 5-3 loss against the
Florida Marlins Tuesday, the
Cubs tied their worst start in history - 0-7.
The other time they did it was
in 1962, eventually finishing 59103, which is also the team's
worst season record in its 122year history. It looks like the
Cubs are right on track to at least
tie or break that record too.
Sure, the team is going against
some of the toughest pitching in
the league, but a loss is a loss.
They more o.r less have selfdestructed.
Not only is the team losing, but
they are doing it in embarrassing
fashion. The Cubs have a leagueleading 12 errors, and if they stay
on their current pace, they will
finish with 275. Keep in mind last
year the New York Mets led the
league with 159 errors.
Throughout their history, the
team has been, at best, mediocre.
The Cubs' franchise record currently stands at 7578-7376, a .507
winning percentage. Not good,
but not too bad either.
The inability to have a championship ballclub is not the fault of
the owners (the Tribune Company), skipper Jim Riggleman,
nor is not the fault of the players
on the team. In the end, the fans
have nobody else to blame but
themselves.
Simply put, Cub fans are more
gullible than Heaven's Gate followers. As long as the team finishes somewhere near the .500
mark, management can always
tell the fans they are one or two
free agents away from being contenders - and the fans will believe
rbem. They will believe anything.

See MERDA page 11

The Panther baseball team had to come
from behind to defeat the University of Illinois
8-7 Tuesday at Monier Field.
Eastern ( 11-18 overall, 3-6 in the Ohio
Valley Conference) was down 7-6 going into
the bottom of the eighth inning when freshman shortstop Dave Mikes led off the inning
with a single to left.
After sophomore center fielder Sean Lyons
sacrificed Mikes to second, junior left fielder
Josh Zink struck out. This set the stage for
settitJt: designtttell liittet Nolatt DffgteH, wlit>
was 0-4 on the day, to step to the plate with

---.. two outs.
"I was looking for something to drive the other
way," Lofgren said. "I was
hitting nothing all day and
coach came and told me that
we needed a big hit."
And a big hit he got, as
Lofgren sent a pitch on the
.
.
outside part of the plate the
Jim Schmitz opposite way and barely over
the right center field wall for a home run, giving the Panthers an 8-7 lead.
· Lofgren described the difference between

oos lit &at and the (ltliel: rout beftlre u:

"The first few times I tried to pull the ball,

and the last time I tried to drive the ball the
other way," he said.
Illinois ( 15-17 overall) did make things
interesting in the top of the ninth.
With one out, Illinois sophomore left fielder
TJ. Jackson sent a single up the middle. The
single sent senior relief pitcher Mike ,
Sommerfeld out of the game, bringing in
freshman John Larson to face Illinois junior
Danny Rhodes.
Rhodes hit a bouncer back to Larson, who
turned a double play to end the game.
A home run just inside the left field foul
pole by Panther jlJl!LO.f, third ba.s.eman Mark

See BASEBALL page 11

Eastern trio turned down offers from the pros
By CHAD MERDA
AssOc:iate sports editor
On any given summer day, on sand lots
across the country, one can spot a handful of
little leaguers, the excitement in their eyes
reflecting their dreams of someday playing
professional baseball.
A few will be given the chance, while
some tum doWti ·the offer so they can attend
college.
That's exactly what three Panther baseball
players did: Nolan Lofgren, Randy Eversgerd
and Jeff Kober were all drafted out of high
school, but chose to get their college education instead.
"Not a great percentage of (pro) ballplayers come out of high school, but I think it is
increasing," Kansas City Royals scout and
former Panther head coach Tom Mc.Devitt
said.
Kober was drafted by the Cleveland
Indians in 1993 and Eversgerd was also
selected out of high school, in the 25th round
by the Oakland Athletics.
The New York Yankees selected Lofgren
in the 62nd round in 1993, offering him a
$1,000 signing bonus. Lofgren said he
strongly considered going pro, but then realized he wasn' t ready.
"I wanted to get my education and move
up in the draft," Lofgren said.
Kober shared the same philosophy as
Lofgren, turning down $6,000 to sign with
the Indians.
"It was kind of worked out before (I was
drafted) that I would go to school, and I
didn't feel like I was ready to take that big of
a step," Kober said.
Where one is selected in the draft is key to
making the decision to go pro out of high
school or play on the college level.
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
"If you're drafted in the top five rounds,
Randy
Eversgerd,
Nolan
Lofgren
and
Jeff
Kober
(standing
left
to right) all had the chance to
(pro) is the way to go," Panther baseball
coach Jim Schmitz said. "Past the fifth round bypass college baseball by being drafted into the professional ranks. But ~he trio all declined
their offers and chose to play college ball first.
See DRAFTED page 11

